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Abstract
Long-term companionship, emotional attachment and realistic interaction with robots
have always been the ultimate sign of technological advancement projected by sci-fi
literature and entertainment industry. With the advent of artificial intelligence, we have
indeed stepped into an era of socially believable robots or humanoids. Affective com-
puting has enabled the deployment of emotional or social robots to a certain level in
social settings like informatics, customer services and health care. Nevertheless, social
believability of a robot is communicated through its physical embodiment and natural
expressiveness. With each passing year, innovations in chemical and mechanical engi-
neering have facilitated life-like embodiments of robotics; however, still much work is
required for developing a “social intelligence” in a robot in order to maintain the illusion
of dealing with a real human being. This chapter is a collection of research studies on the
modeling of complex autonomous systems. It will further shed light on how different
social settings require different levels of social intelligence and what are the implications
of integrating a socially and emotionally believable machine in a society driven by
behaviors and actions.
Keywords: social robots, human computer interaction, social intelligence, cognitive
systems, anthropomorphism, humanoids, roboethics
1. Introduction
Robots have been an important part of the industrial setups around the globe for many years
now. For many industrial operations, robots have completely or partially replaced the human
operators and their involvement is likely to grow manifolds in the years to come. Nevertheless,
in most cases, these robots operate in a controlled work environment and their interaction with
humans remains fairly limited. The recent advancements in the hardware (actuators, sensors,
etc.) and software technologies (computer vision, artificial intelligence, etc.), however, have
paved way for involvement of robots in our daily life, both at work place and home. Such
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robots, contrary to the industrial robots, naturally require more interactions with humans
and have to be designed accordingly. The term “social robot” was coined jointly by
researchers in artificial intelligence and robotics in the early 90s and refers to the robots
engaging in social interactions with the humans. Studies [1, 2] define social robots as auton-
omous agents designed to interact with humans and possibly other robots exhibiting the
expected social behaviors of the assigned role. Such interactions, in addition to the primary
expected tasks, involve communication, recognition of individuals, familiarization with the
environment and adapting accordingly to the variety of situations encountered. In order to
enable them to interact socially, these robots need to be equipped with what is generally
termed as “social intelligence”. Lazzeri et al. [3] argue that this social intelligence enables
robots not only to converse with humans (and other robots) but also interpret the emotional
signals and react accordingly hence producing an impression of a real human being. In
addition to the conventional role of serving humans, other typical roles include providing
guidance or assistance at homes, offices or public places, provide companionship and care
services and serve as pets. The expectations from a social robot naturally vary as the function
of the role it takes.
Breazeal [4] argues that humans tend to anthropomorphize robots for interaction and iden-
tifies four classes of social robots. These include “socially evocative”, “social interface”,
“socially receptive” and “sociable robots”. Socially evocative robots, for instance toy robots,
are designed to engage in entertaining interactive sessions with the humans. According to him,
Figure 1. Taxonomy of social robots in literature.
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socially interfaced robots, for instance guides at the airports, provide human-like conversa-
tional interaction that in addition to speech also involves body language and facial expres-
sions. Socially receptive robots learn and enhance their social intelligence through interactions
while sociable robots are highly participative to satisfy their own social aims. In addition to
these four categories, Fong et al. [1] have identified three further categories including “socially
situated”, “socially embedded” and “socially intelligent” robots. They further describe a new
breed of social robots called “socially interactive robots” that comprise of some common
attributes with additional distinctive characteristics of their own. Based on the different cate-
gorizations suggested in the literature, we can identify taxonomy of social robots as illustrated
in Figure 1. This chapter is dedicated to a discussion on the design considerations and appli-
cations of socially believable robots with a discussion on the associated challenges and the
future prospects. Case studies and examples of social robots in entertainment, health and
education will also be discussed.
2. Design considerations
Every passing decade is forcing robot designers and engineers to push their skills to the limit. As
robots integrate further into our lives, high expectations are posing new challenges in their
creation. All robots, whether industrial, field or social, must address a number of design issues.
However factors of social believability and social intelligence increase the complexity of design-
ing a socially interactive robot. One of the foremost conditions of believability in a social robot is
its near realistic embodiment, to which users can relate without reluctance or discomfort. Sec-
ondly a socially interactive robot is expected to be expressive in terms of rich dialog, emotions
and gestures. In addition to expressiveness, a social robot is required to manifest social behavior
which includes perception of its surroundings and ability to plan and execute appropriate
goal oriented actions. Variance in social situations and expected performance outcomes make it
difficult to generalize design strategy for a social robot. Nevertheless designers broadly divide
design approaches into two categories i.e. Bio-inspired and Function-inspired [1]. Bio-inspired
design strategies are a multitude of disciplines like anthropology, cognition, psychology and
sociology. On the other hand function-inspired approaches focus on task oriented designs.
However, realizing the gap between available technology and performance expectations is of
prime significance.
2.1. Embodiment and expressiveness
According to Fong et al. [1], a robot’s visual appearance is the first projection of its believabil-
ity. People establish performance expectations based on a robot’s outlook. In a way, physical
embodiment influences human robot interactions as people interact with humanoids differ-
ently from non-humanoids. Other than expectations, a robot’s morphology plays a vital role in
its usability, acceptability and expressiveness. Therefore it is required that a robot’s morphol-
ogy should correlate to its proposed functionality. For instance, robots that are intended to
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carry out human like tasks must be equipped accordingly; visual human likeness may not be
of much importance in such cases as in the case of ATLAS and similar humanoids (Figure 2a).
On the other hand those designed for interaction purposes must be more human like, with
distinct facial expressions (e.g. Sophia) (Figure 2b) or with emotional speech capabilities (e.g.
Pepper) (Figure 2c).
With the aim to achieve a naturalistic embodiment, designers get inspiration from nature itself.
Morphological design of natural looking social robots can be attributed to anthropomorphism.
Based on their area of application, morphological inspirations for a robot’s outlook can also be
taken from zoomorphism (e.g. pets or creatures), caricature (e.g. animations or fictional char-
acters) and functional expectations (e.g. assistive or service robots etc.). Nevertheless most
social robots are intended to work with humans; thus the general notion is to give them a
human-like appearance. Therefore we will emphasize more on anthropomorphism.
Figure 2. Advance humanoids: (a) ATLAS, (b) Sophia, (c) Pepper.
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2.1.1. Anthropomorphism
Anthropomorphism is the provenance of human characteristics in something non-human.
According to Fink [5], anthropomorphism can be introduced in all three aspects of a robot’s
design i.e. morphology, behavior and interaction.
2.1.1.1. Humanoid head
The most effective anthropomorphic feature of a robot is its head. To project human likeness and
better expressiveness, the simplest kind of humanoid robot heads are equipped with RGB LEDs,
cameras,microphones and speakers. Thesemechanical parts aremostly cost-effective andprovide
a variety of expressions for more naturalistic human robot interaction. DARwIn-OP, HOAP-3,
Pepper, NAO, UXA-90, Roboy and ASIMO are some of the examples of humanoids with faces
equipped with LEDs and speakers. Perception of emotions by humans, while interacting with
these robots is at times difficult due to limitedmodes of expressions giving unrealistic or mechan-
ical effect. Some humanoids are provided with kinematic heads. These humanoid heads can
perform transformations from one emotional state to another by tilting head, moving eyes and
mouth etc. In contrast to LEDs, these heads are equipped with actuators and moving parts which
work in intense coordination. Romeo, iCUB, Simon, RoboThespian,MERTZandKOBIANRII, are
some of the humanoids featuring kinematic head with moving eyelids, eyebrows, jaws and neck.
In quest to manifest ultimate humanness, roboticists experimented with animatronic heads with
flexible skin. Alice, Albert HUBO, Roman and Actroid are some of the examples of robots with
animatronics head consisting of several DC motors and artificial skin made of special material
called Frubber. Figure 3 shows three different kinds of humanoid heads with their ability to
express emotions. Nevertheless such humanoid heads have a tendency to make users uncomfort-
able, as suggested in Mori’s “Uncanny Valley” theory [6].
2.1.1.2. Whole-body dynamics and control
The idea of substituting humans with surrogates for tasks like search and rescue in challenging
scenarios has been prevailing for some time now [8]. With the introduction of socially interac-
tive and socially assistive robots, designing humanoids to be autonomous has become inevita-
ble. In a rich social setup, robots require high level of autonomy including extended physical
mobility. Although robots are becoming more sophisticated both mechanically and emotion-
ally, yet they are still far from achieving agile human-like manipulation and interaction, thus
providing significant research potential in these areas. Dimensions of robot’s body (i.e. height
and weight etc.), Degree of Freedom (DoF), tactile sensors, number and flexibility of joints are
the design factors that determine its mobility (i.e. walking, sitting, standing and turning etc.)
and manipulation (i.e. reaching and grasping, pulling and pushing and holding etc.) capabil-
ities. Whole-body control techniques [9, 10] have matured over the past few years enabling
various humanoids to interact with their environment in a more robust manner. There is a
steady transition of robot’s actions in predictable contacts to unpredictable ones. Forums like
DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC)1, RoboCup2 and other international robotic challenges [11]
1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DARPA_Robotics_Challenge
2
www.romela.org/robocup/
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are providing a platform for innovative researches in this area. Nevertheless there is always
room for further improvement especially in the out-of-routine challenging situations, multiple
and diverse contacts etc. The concept of sight in robots is now possible due to various compo-
nents like servo-motors, actuators, 2D or 3D cameras and embedded optical sensors. Com-
puter vision techniques for object recognition, human gestures, gaze and speaker tracking and
collision or obstacle avoidance mimics sense of sight for the humanoids [12]. Distant commu-
nication with a robot using voice in an unconstrained environment is a highly challenging task.
Methods to improve the auditory and speech recognition of a robot are being given much
attention by the researchers [13–15].
2.2. Speech and linguistics
Speech is the most effective and natural mode of communication and interaction. From the
view point of social robots, not only the robots need to be equipped with state-of-the-art
automatic speech recognition (ASR) software [14], language models for interaction [16, 17] are
also required to make semantic sense of what is being communicated to the robot. While ASR
Figure 3. Comparison of three humanoid faces based on emotion expression capabilities [7].
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has its own challenges (noisy environments, multiple individuals talking, etc.), natural lan-
guage processing has emerged as an important component of social robots which are expected
to converse rather than simply accept keywords as commands. Such language models are
important for the robot not only to understand what is being spoken but also to respond. Lee
et al. [18] investigated the speech and language technologies involved in educational social
robots and studied their impact in language learning. Brick and Scheutz [19] argue that robots
must carry out their language processing incrementally with the ability to comprehend the
context in order to meet the expectations of humans. Authors propose an interesting interac-
tion engine (RISE) which incrementally processes the syntactic and semantic information. User
modeling for effective natural language processing in long term human-robot interactions has
also been proposed [20].
2.3. Cognition and perception
As we try to make machines that look and behave like people, we need to equip them with
perceptual abilities similar to that of humans. As user expectations exceed, a robot’s perception
must go beyond basic functionalities (e.g. localization, navigation or obstacle avoidance etc.).
A key mechanism to achieve this is user modeling. Comparative studies of humans and robots
can lead to new approaches [21–23]. The classical approach is to deliberately abstract compu-
tational instructions from physical realization of a human’s cognitive system. Such robots that
can perceive, infer and learn to mimic human behaviors are called cognitive robots. Intelli-
gence, in a cognitive robot is the ability to transform sensed information into behavior. Human
beings exhibit multitude of communicative signals while interacting. For a successful social
interaction, a socially interactive robot should recognize the interaction roles, verbal and non-
verbal cues and situation; thus exhibit a considerable degree of “social intelligence”.
Speech signals contain information about who is saying, what is being said and how it is being
said. Context, tone, pitch and loudness all combine to convey information. Research regarding
speech understanding in robotics include works like [24, 25], etc. In addition to vocalization,
facial expressions, also give an insight into the intent of the social agent. Detection of human
face and recognition of facial expressions is being incorporated in a socially believable robot.
Cognitive empathy [26] is the phenomenon which models perception of emotions in robots.
Gaze tracking [27] is another important aspect of perceiving the intentions of people while
interaction, as it can indicate the focus of their attention. However gaze tracking involves
detection of both face and eye orientation. Work is being carried out in this area but there are
still numerous challenges that need to be addressed. Gestures and activity recognition [28], is
also a promising area of research that can contribute to designing a socially intelligent robot.
2.4. Emotions and personality
Emotions play a significant role in human interaction; thus it was inevitable to induce emo-
tions in socially interactive robots. The use of artificial emotions in social robots helps enhance
believability and provides feedback to the users regarding the internal state of the robot, its
goals and intentions. Artificial emotions [29], can also act as a control mechanism to under-
stand robots perception of its surroundings. Numerous architectures have been proposed for
Socially Believable Robots
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introduction of artificial emotions but the most popular ones are based on bio-inspired
models that include ethology, structure and psychology [30]. As mentioned in the previous
section, there are several ways in which a robot can be made to express its emotions. Robots
are now equipped with LEDs, motors and actuators beneath a flexible artificial skin to mimic
various primary and secondary emotions. Aside mechanical actuation, computer graphics
and animation techniques can also be applied to project emotions. Aside from facial ges-
tures, robots are being designed to display emotions by other non-verbal cues like sound
tone and pitch and body movements. The main purpose of expressing emotions is to convey
readable signals to human for providing feedback and giving insight about robots intended
plan of action.
Psychology defines personality as distinctive traits that distinguish an individual [31]. It is
mainly the observers who define a person’s personality. In terms of robots, five types of
personalities are usually considered, i.e. Tool like, Pet or Creature, Cartoon, Artificial being
and Human-like based on its morphology and functionality. According to studies [32], person-
ality of a robot can also be determined based on its ability to interact, express emotions and
react in a given situation. Much has been done to make a believable human replica, however
our biological and psychological complexities are still not fully discovered or understood,
making it extremely difficult to project them into a robot.
3. Human robot interaction
Human robot interaction (HRI) is an emerging research area, originating from the fast increas-
ing integration of robots in our daily lives. In contrast to conventional human computer
interaction models which usually involve interaction between users and a passive machine,
human robot interaction is influenced by several factors. Researchers have tried to categorize
HRI approaches. Goodrich and Schultz [33], divided HRI into two broad categories i.e. remote
interaction and proximate interaction, based on the proximity level of both human and robot
during interaction. According to Sheridan [34], HRI can be divided based on nature of appli-
cation, i.e. tele-robots, tele-operators and social robots. HRI model for tele-robots mainly
consists of human supervisory control of robots in performance of routine tasks. Such robots
have limited capability of automation and rely on commands of their human supervisor. Tele-
robots are mostly used in assembly lines, packaging, mail sorting, offices, and hospitals. They
are capable of sensing their environment and reporting back to a human operator. HRI model
for tele-operators involves remote control of robots in challenged environments like space, air,
terrestrial, and under water for non-routine tasks. Both of these interaction models are basi-
cally master–slave in nature. Interaction with social robots is different from that of tele-robots
and tele-operators mainly because it perceives robots not just as slaves but as peer-to-peer
collaborators.
3.1. Human robot social interaction
According to Dautenhahn [35], human robot social interaction approaches can be divided into
three general categories, i.e. robot-centered approaches, human-centered approaches and
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robot cognition-centered approaches. In robot-centered HRI model, social robots are pre-
programmed to interact with humans. Sociable robots are usually designed based on such
approaches. They proactively engage people in a social manner and the interaction is designed
to be mutually beneficial for both participants i.e. humans can be motivated to perform a
specific task (e.g. for therapeutic purposes etc.) whereas robots can use the conversation for
learning purposes. On the other hand, socially evocative robots are designed to interact with
humans based on human-centered perspective. Anthropomorphism plays a key role in such
kind of interaction. In a way, human participant attributes social responsiveness to the robot
participant. Reasoning and consequently learning capabilities of the robot are not central
objective in this HRI model. Socially interactive robots have instigated another HRI approach
which is centered on robot cognition. These robots aim to intelligently interact with their
human counterparts. Nevertheless such type of HRI models are greatly influenced by various
factors and mainly require deep modeling of human cognition.
3.1.1. Factors influencing human robot social interaction
Significant efforts are being made to model HRI with the objective to inculcate social intelli-
gence in robots. Some suggest modeling of human behaviors and cognition as a sequence of
instructions which are pre-programmed into the robots while the other approach is to imitate
human behaviors and learn from interactions. Irrespective of the approach selected for design-
ing a social HRI model, several common factors play vital role in shaping it and thus should be
given due consideration.
3.1.1.1. Robot autonomy
According to Beer et al. [36], HRI is greatly influenced by levels of robot autonomy (LORA).
From tele-operators to humanoids, LORA influences the way in which humans and robots
interact. Hence in order to model HRI, we must first identify the variables that influence and
are influenced by robot autonomy.
3.1.1.2. Robot intelligence and cognitive ability
A robot’s intelligence and learning capabilities are important considerations as they influence
what tasks a robots performs and how it performs them. A robots learning process may
require a number of interactions with its human counterpart. Robots with high intelligence
require lesser frequency of interactions than those with comparatively lesser intelligence.
3.1.1.3. Proxemics
Distance and orientation in social encounters between humans and robots is an important
aspect [37]. A robot in close proximity may be able to hear human voice and detect facial
expression clearly but might not be able to detect human gestures due to limitation in vision.
On the other hand, a robot at a distance may detect full body gestures but is unable to carry out
facial expressions and speech recognition.
Socially Believable Robots
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3.1.1.4. Social and situation awareness
An important aspect of day-to-day interaction is the ability to perceive and abstract informa-
tion from the environment. This phenomenon is termed as situation awareness and it helps in
decision making, planning and responding accordingly while interaction. By use of various
sensors a robot can be designed to sense its surroundings or perceive emotional condition of its
interacting partner. Based on this information it can create a goal oriented understanding of its
environment and finally respond either based on past experience, mimicry or adaptation.
Nevertheless it is not surprising that human robot interactions might fail when at times even
human-human interactions do. Giuliani et al. [38], described two types of failures in HRI, i.e.
social norm violations and technical failures. Any deviation from the social script or the usage
of the wrong social signals (i.e. correct action execution but inappropriate for the given situa-
tion) due to incorrect judgment of the robot is usually considered as social norm violation. On
the other hand if a robot judges the situation correctly and selects the appropriate action but
the action is poorly executed then this is termed as technical failure.
3.1.1.5. Verbal and non-verbal communication
Interaction between two or more participants is usually termed as a dialog. Exchange of
information is the prime objective of a dialog. When humans engage in a dialog, they usually
rely on a variety of para-linguistic social cues (i.e. facial expressions and gestures, etc.) in
addition to words. Research [39], has proven such non-verbal cues to be highly effective for
controlling human robot dialog. However robot’s inability to fully interpret speech signals
(e.g. pitch and tone etc.) alone, for complete comprehension of human emotions during an
interaction can cause interaction failure. Gestures, facial expression and body movements add
extra clues for the robot to understand the mental state of the participant and respond accord-
ingly.
3.1.1.6. Cognitive or affective empathy
Empathy plays a vital role in interactions among people. It must therefore be an important
consideration in the case of social robots and their interactions with humans [40]. It covers both
a robot’s capacity to understand human mental state and its ability to respond to that state
appropriately.
3.1.1.7. Social influence and roboethics
User acceptance is the most important element in the success of any technology. In case of
social robots, demographics, psychology and comfort of the human participant must be kept in
mind while designing the HRI model. Another issue in human interactions is their being
abided by certain rules called “social norms”. These social attitudes approve or disapprove
social interactions. A violation of social standards is considered a failure of interaction in both
cases of human-human and human-robot interaction [41]. Roboethics is a field which incorpo-
rates various aspects of communication and social sciences to chalk out norms of human robot
interaction. Keeping these ethics in view, while designing a social HRI model is vital for its
acceptance.
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3.1.2. Assessment and evaluation methodologies
As social HRI is gaining attention of the research community, a growing need is occurring for
strong and efficient methods of its assessment and evaluation. Currently most of the assess-
ment and evaluation criterion used in HRI are adapted from HCI either per se or with slight
modifications. According to Beer et al. [36], assessment methodologies for HRI can be com-
monly characterized as process-oriented, diagnostic approach, ongoing and continuous. Sim-
ilarly the evaluation methodologies include product-oriented, judgmental approach, final and
discrete evaluations. Once again the factors that model HRI also decide which assessing
methodologies are most suitable for it. Assessments can however be carried out in combina-
tion as well. Beer et al. [36] grouped existing assessment methodologies into three basic groups
i.e. Social models which mainly involve assessment of emulation of empathy during HRI;
technology acceptance model (TAM) and similar methodologies which represent user accep-
tance; behavioral adaptation model. Both the assessment and evaluation methodologies can be
objective (e.g. task success, dialog quality and dialog efficiency etc.) or subjective (UTAUT
model, Godspeed questionnaire etc.). Existing evaluation methodologies on HRI can also be
divided as primary and non-primary based on how (i.e. directly or indirectly) they evaluate
the HRI model. Popular primary evaluation methodologies used for human studies HRI
include methods like self-assessments and subjective evaluations, behavioral measurements,
Evaluation
methodologies
Description Strengths Weaknesses
Self-
assessments
and subjective
evaluation
Includes psychometric
measures, questionnaires, and/
or surveys for personal
assessment of participants in
response to the robot and
interaction.
Easily implemented, easily
quantified.
Possibility of inaccuracy due to
mental state and interpretation
capabilities of the human
participant; oriented towards
engineering and leaves out social
interaction perspective.
Behavioral
measurements
Includes observation of human
participants behavior while
interacting with the agent.
Can be implemented in
combination with other
methodologies, e.g. self-
assessment and subjective
evaluation and psycho-
behavioral measures.
Can be biased due to
“Hawthorne effect”.
Psycho-
physiological
measures
Observation of user behavior
towards the agent repeatedly
over a period of time.
Objective hence less biased; non-
invasively measures stress and
response of participants; video
based reduces Hawthorne effect.
Can lead to misinterpretations
due to complexity; requires prior
knowledge of human
participants; time consuming due
to longitudinal in nature.
Task
performance
metrics
Involves more than one person
or one robot; pre-set variables in
the selection criteria for task
performance.
Good for team scoring; less
biased; good for evaluating HRI
involving humanoids; good for
HRI involving non-verbal
behaviors in addition to verbal
ones.
Not suitable for one-to-one HRI;
less flexible method; not
generalized enough for every
HRI model; not suitable for
robots other than humanoids or
HRI which involves mainly
verbal behaviors and not non-
verbal cues; limited application
areas.
Table 1. Existing evaluation methodologies for HRI.
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psycho-physiological measures and task performance metrics. Strengths and weaknesses of
these methods are summarized in Table 1.
Efforts have been done to outline some secondary methodologies like ease of classification,
passive-social medium, numerical analysis of body movements and proximity theories for
improved evaluation of HRI. Nevertheless due to the complexity of human robot social inter-
action researchers suggests the use of combination of more than one of the existing methodol-
ogies till empirical research can be mapped in theoretical concepts.
4. Application areas
In addition to research purposes, social robots find applications in a variety of problem areas
including education, health care and entertainment.
4.1. Social robots in research
While a number of social robots have been designed to serve as test beds to evaluate the
technological advancements in the design of social robots, a number of robots have been used
as test subjects to replace humans. Social robots present an attractive alternative to humans to
serve as test subjects in a number of experimental settings especially those involving risks,
privacy or ethical issues [42, 43]. Likewise, operations which are difficult or controversial to
carry out on humans can be performed on social robots. Not only human biasness can be
avoided but evaluations can be repeatedly performed under identical conditions. Such social
robots can serve as subjects to evaluate social interactions and study their influence on cogni-
tion. Among one of the early contributions, Kismet, a robot head designed by Breazeal [44] in
the late 90s for affective computing, has been employed to study caregiver behavior among
infants. Likewise, infanoid is an infant-like humanoid robot that has been used to study social
development in the children. Its abilities to detect humans and objects, extract emotions of the
interacting partner and imitate human voice allows its usage in investigating the development
of social learning skills. Similarly, Cog, a well-known humanoid robot has been employed to
evaluate the behavioral and learning models. Another widely used humanoid robot test bed is
iCub that articulates a 3.5 years old child and has been designed to support research in
cognitive functioning and artificial intelligence.
4.2. Entertainment
Entertainment robots (autonomous or remote controlled) include toys, pets, companions, cars
and drones etc. While the interactions with robots like cars or drones are not expected to be
humanoid, toys and pets (companions) are expected to interpret and behave as close as
possible to their real world equivalents. Such robots directly target the consumers and hence
cost is the most important parameter in designing entertainment robots. Optimizing the cost in
the competitive robot market, in some cases, may result in comprising on the technology.
Among popular toy robots is ‘My Real Baby’ developed by iRobot in partnership with a toy
manufacturer. The robot is an expressive and responsive toy doll which can smile, laugh and
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imitate infant sounds. While such animated toy robots require their human masters to look
after them, pet or companion robots are more autonomous. Mobility is one of the prime
concerns in such companion (quadruped and wheeled) robots. Among these, AIBO [45] by
Sony is one of the most advanced pet robots in the market that imitates the relationship
between man and a pet dog. First introduced in 1999 in the market, different models were
produced till 2005. One of the most sophisticated consumer robots, AIBO could respond to
over 100 voice commands, learn to walk and play with a ball. Other similar pet robots include
Poo-Chi, Pleo, iDog, Genibo and FIDO. In addition to entertainment, companion robots have
also been designed for military and research purposes. Examples include Rhex, Canid, Chee-
tah, SCARAB, Rise and Titan. Figure 4 shows some of the popular zoomorphic robots.
4.3. Healthcare
While surgical robots have been serving the medical sector for a long time, the relatively recent
idea of employing social robots in the health sector has also been widely employed [46] for
application like rehabilitation, elderly assistance and therapy etc. (Figure 5a). Researchers have
investigated the possibilities of employing robots to educate and enhance the communication
Figure 4. Zoomorphic robots: (a) AIBO, (b) iDog, (c) Cheetah.
Figure 5. Social robots in: (a) health care, (b) service, (c) education.
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skill of children with disabilities. Likewise, social robots have also been useful as coaches for
physical exercises and following diet plans. A well-known example of a coaching robot is
Autom [47] that is designed to be a weight loss coach. Another similar robot, iRobiQ, monitors
hypertension, manages medication and issues reminders. A wide variety of assistive social
robots for elderly care have also been designed ranging from robotic wheelchairs to compan-
ion robots attempting to compensate the loss of a family member. Experiments with Paro, the
therapeutic robot, revealed that the presence of a social robot in an old home increased the
number of interactions among the elderly residents.
4.4. Service
Service robots are designed to assist human beings in doing everyday tasks including house-
hold chores (Figure 5b). Examples of these robots include PatrolBot for delivery, security,
monitoring and guidance, Gita for cargo carrying, Roomba that serves as a vacuum cleaner,
Sanbot that provide passenger services at airport and many more. Likewise, social robots like
Rhino and Mobot have been designed to serve as guides for tourists. Severinson-Eklundh et al.
[48] discuss the interaction models between humans and service robots using Cero as an
example. The authors conclude that for satisfactory interactive sessions, the design consider-
ations, in addition to the primary user of the service robot, should also take into account the
group of people in the environment where the robot is intended to provide its services.
Likewise, authors in [49] discuss the design issues interaction between humans and domestic
robots using Roomba vacuum cleaner as a case study. The authors investigate the possibilities
of smoothly ‘fitting’ such service robots in the home environment. A multi-modal design based
on vision and speech is proposed in [50]. Though the models are discussed with service robots
as applications, the authors claim that the proposed interaction cycle can be applied to general
man-machine interaction scenarios as well.
4.5. Education
Beyond health care and services, robots have increasingly been used in the education sector as
well. While introduction of robots in class room teaching makes the lectures interesting in the
elementary schools, robots have been effectively employed in the higher educational institutes as
well. Students of medicine, for instance, can perform complicated medical procedures on
humanoid robots. Likewise, engineering students can use robots in complex or dangerous
experimental or real world scenarios. One such popular educational robot is NAO (Figure 5c)
developed by SoftBank Robotics. In addition to general education, NAO robots have also been
employed to interact with autistic children. Robots can also serve as proxies both for students
and teachers in case they are not able to attend the classes. A well-known series of such
education robots has been designed by VGoRobotics. A key concern in using robots as teachers
is the replacement of interpersonal relationships. Such robots also need to detect and adapt to the
social mood of the environment they are deployed in. Some researchers argue that robots at
elementary schools must change their behavior as a function of the activities of the children. A
comprehensive review of the applicability of robots in education can be found in [51].
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5. Challenges
Despite the emergent technological solutions at hand and conceptualizations regarding accept-
ability, there are considerable challenges to be addressed before social believability in robots
can be considered a success. Literature [52, 53] suggests that the integration of social robots in
human society poses both social and technical problems.
5.1. Complexity of social situations and ethics
In contrast to their successors, the industrial robots that are designed to carry out routine tasks
in controlled environments and the field robots that work in places beyond human reach,
social robots are expected to operate in a highly unpredictable and diverse habitat with its
habitants that share the same traits. According to Salter et al. [54], real-world environments
can prove to be both beneficial as well as challenging test grounds for assessing the capabilities
of a robotic device. A gap still exists between the performance of an intelligent agent in a
controlled environment and that in a real-world scenario. Limitations in replication of most
human robot interaction (HRI) scenarios greatly attribute in average adaptation of social
robots in real-world situations. Empirical studies like [55], which investigate robots’ accept-
ability and usability, explain the complexity of social situations and dimensions of HRI beyond
the domestic vacuum cleaning robots. The capacity of a social robot to contextually under-
stand the behaviors of the real world, its response to subjective experiences and user feedback
Figure 6. Mori’s Uncanny Valley theory [8].
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are actual performance parameters rather than technical capabilities alone. Despite its signifi-
cance, context awareness in the design and development of social robots is still in its infancy.
Another limiting factor the integration of social robots in society is ethics. Interaction in social
groups and relationship of a single individual with a machine is influenced by a variety of
meta-principles and paradigms; thus making roboethics a challenging task. Diversity of cul-
tures and religions make modeling of sensitive issues like human dignity and integrity, respect
and family, privacy and protection, a complex task. Preservation of common principles of
humanity and human rights in occasions which involve robotic intervention must be assessed
keeping ethical sensitivity in view.
5.2. Hardware limitations vs. human expectations
The ultimate goal of anthropomorphism is to replicate a human being. Nevertheless our pursuit
of making realistic humanoids might experience Mori’s “Uncanny valley effect” at some point
(Figure 6). Human expectations increase with a sophistication in design of a humanoid. This can
attribute to people’s rejection of anthropomorphic robots and other intelligent agents. On the
other hand, recent studies like [56] suggest that shortcomings like mismatch between appearance
and movement or voice can also create an uncanny or eerie feeling.
Despite great progression in the synthetic industry and mechatronics, we are still decades
away from providing richer support for speech, gestures or expressions to machines. A look
at the latest generation of humanoids reveals the gap between reality and fiction. The expres-
sive behavior of robotic faces is still not life-like due to limitations of mechatronic design and
control. Even for the most sophisticated generation of robots, displaying emotions reflects a
certain degree of artificiality.
A robot’s body is a mechanical structure composed of several rigid parts, connected to each
other by joints. Currently each active joint has a restricted range of motion generated by
actuators. Due to the complexity of design, manufacturing cost and mechanical dynamics,
even the latest line of humanoids can imitate only basic tasks in a coordinated manner.
In contrast to conventional interactive systems, an interactive social robot must take its phys-
ical environment into consideration while communicating with users. Most real-world envi-
ronments are unstructured, dynamic and noisy, making it challenging for robots. Although
synthesized voice quality has improved over a period of time nevertheless communication
between a human and a humanoid is still constrained by several factors like speech localiza-
tion, language understanding, dialog management and non-verbal cues like gaze tracking etc.
5.3. Standard models and comparability issues
An essential prerequisite to designing an intelligent system is to outline its functional require-
ments. Same holds true for the field of cognitive robotics. Nevertheless, the fact that cognitive
science, as a discipline, is yet to establish normative models itself that can be realized in well-
engineered systems, makes it difficult to give robots a capacity for cognition [57]. Research in
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cognitive architectures for biologically inspired agents suffers from a significant void. This has
resulted in modeling and trial of such agents in a controlled environment with most demon-
strated results as mere proof-of-concept. Lack of relevant HRI models is another issue limiting
the interaction capacity of a socially believable robot. The field of HRI incorporates contribu-
tions from both engineering sciences (communications, computer science and engineering)
and human sciences (psychology and sociology). Due to its multidisciplinary nature it is
difficult to generalize a standard HRI model. This is the reason that currently most HRI models
are inspired by conventional HCI models. However there is a particular need for a dedicated
social human robot interaction model as human interaction with social robots differs signifi-
cantly from interaction with traditional passive computer based systems or agents.
Need for a comparison criterion is equally significant as the existence of benchmark architecture
in the field of social robotics. Nevertheless it is not an easy task considering the dimensions of the
test environment and diversity of outcome expectations. According to Bartneck et al. [58], “quick
and dirty”methods adopted bymost robot developers, result in questionable success of targeted
goals. Recent studies like [59], suggest introduction of “Human in the loop” approach. Applica-
tion and modification of User Experience Design (UXD) evaluation techniques in addition to
relevant criteria of evaluation in HCI must be considered for designing performance compara-
bility metrics suitable for HRI. However research in this area is still in its infancy.
6. Conclusion
As we progress, the reality of socially believable robots in our daily lives is becoming more
vivid. The relationship between humans and robots has crept beyond Master–Slave but
instead has become that of peers. Social robots are already assisting us in health care, educa-
tion and entertainment. They are serving as our tour guides and office assistants. Soon they
will be our companions in our homes. Nevertheless our optimism can dampen if we are unable
to overcome the challenges and limitations, we face today. It is evident that technological
advancement alone cannot contribute fully without complete understanding of humans and
society. Efforts must be taken to reduce the complexity of human psychology and society in
order to model effective human robot social interactions.
In order to achieve success, human in the loop concept must be incorporated as frequently as
possible. Defining roles and rules might make it easier for a social robot to comprehend its
surroundings and respond appropriately. Furthermore a socially interactive robot requires
frequent interactions with a wide range of users: different genders, different cultural and social
backgrounds, different ages, etc. for it to understand the needs and dimensions of various
social situations. In many current applications and experimentations, social robots engage only
in short-term interactions with their human counterparts and thus treat all humans in the same
manner. This usually results in a failure in HRI as perceived by its users. As robot designers
and engineers tackle with issues like cost effectiveness, user acceptance and social awareness,
mass integration of these mechanical companions in our everyday life might take a while.
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